Build TOGETHER.
Grow TOGETHER.
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with you for the long haul, helping you with
a clear-cut strategy and services that meet
today’s needs and anticipate tomorrow’s
growth goals.
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Shared Values,
Shared Vision,
Shared Success.
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Rethink Your
Vendor Relationship
For decades, the transactional
model has stayed the same: ﬁnancial
institutions pay big money to
vendors to deliver products. Anything
that changes post-delivery becomes
the client’s problem. The ﬁnancial
institution absorbs all the risk, and
the vendor collects all the reward.
At Nymbus, we believe in a
different model. A model based
on accountability. It starts with the
conviction that we are building an
ongoing relationship, not just a
transaction. We become partners for
continuous growth, and both sides
rise together.
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Hand in hand, we forge
a strategic roadmap that
identiﬁes short-term and
long-term goals, and the
requirements needed
to meet them. We share
responsibility and hold
each other accountable
for achieving these goals.
We push each other to
Jey Cozby,
Senior Designer

succeed.

Jim Gaile
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Partner For Progress:

THE NYMBUS
MODEL
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Everything begins with listening to our clients and

with step-by-step logistics from conception

creating a needs analysis to identify the outcomes

through development through onboarding

they want to achieve. We then develop a go-to-

and beyond, the client stays deeply involved.

market strategy with a clear understanding of

Thanks to this close collaboration, the team is

both parties' perspectives and values, driving

now ready to meet challenges proactively and

decisions and positive outcomes together. By

seize opportunities as they arise.

setting up a Launch schedule,
Digital Management
Services
Website
Branding

DEVELOPMENT

Environment

QUALITY
MANAGEMENT

Engagement Tools
Digital Banking
Core

Step 1

Step 3

Kick Off
Communication
Planning

LAUNCH
Optimization
and Post Launch
Development

Step 2
Environment
Building

Disclosures
Development

FTP Protocol
Prod Environment
UAT Environment
Business
Processing
Training

Feature Onboard
eStatements

OPTIMIZATION

Bill Pay
ACH

CONTINUOUS
ITERATION

Consumer Center
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Product Spotlight:

COMPLIANCE
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Compliance troubles can have
disastrous consequences for
ﬁnancial institutions. And a
problem for our clients is a
problem for us.
Worrying about regulation
and compliance, especially
with technology evolving so
fast, can slow down growth
and innovation.

Michelle Prohaska,
JD, NCCO, NCRM
Chief Compliance Ofﬁcer,
Nymbus
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That’s why Nymbus gives our partners’
risk teams a direct line to speak with
our compliance experts whenever they
need to. Auditors and advisors make sure
that all the products we create together
with all applicable
rules and regulations. That
includes collaborating with clients to
disclosure language
. The

Direct
Reg CC

Support
Reg E

TISA Disclosures

Policies and Procedure
CIP/KYC (Onboarding)

hard work of mitigating risk leads to
unleashing our mutual growth.
And even though Nymbus isn’t directly
regulated by the major banking
agencies, we
hold ourselves to
their standards anyway. Because being
accountable means
sharing our

clients’

risks, responsibilities and successes.

OFAC Checks (Onboarding)
OFAC Checks (Ongoing)
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Accountability
Translates To Growth
When the ﬁnancial institution
and vendors commit to working
together, next-level growth
becomes possible. Accountable
partners move quickly to identify
new opportunities and niches,
and then bring new products
and services to market.

SET GOALS
Work together
to develop clear
mutual goals and
set benchmarks to
measure success

DEVELOP
PRODUCTS
Use established
processes and
technologies
to launch and
integrate
product quickly

ENVISION FUTURE
INNOVATION
With a relationship built on shared values
and outcomes, innovate together to reach
and serve new customers
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CASE STUDY

NYMBUS offered Inspire a cutting-edge
end-to-end replacement for all its oldtech vendors. And because NYMBUS is
accountable as a long-term partner instead
of just a one-off vendor, Inspire can now trust

Inspire Federal Credit Union is a successful,
full-service credit union success, serving the
ﬁnancial needs of its community in Bucks
County, Pennsylvania since 1936.

that its technology will evolve and grow with
every new innovation to meet the needs of
its customers.
Inspire launched its new core in 2019, with
the NYMBUS team helping to ensure a

Inspire watched as bigger banks and credit

seamless transition every step of the way.

unions in the area began to offer modern

Best of all, the technological efﬁciencies

digital services. If it couldn’t keep up with the

meant that Inspire was able to ditch

competition, it might fall behind and lose its

ﬁfteen outmoded vendors and give

hard-won customer relationships.
Inspire was dependent on too many vendors using
outdated technology. It needed to act fast.

control back to its own staff. Now, it’s
saving money on those vendors, and
making more by using NYMBUS’ Fintech
advances to attract new business.

After surveying the many Fintech options on the
market, Inspire conﬁdently chose NYMBUS. The
credit union was looking for “a Fintech partner, not
a vendor,” said President/CEO Jim Merrill. “With

Merrill

NYMBUS, we found an instant cultural ﬁt we hadn’t
experienced with another provider.”
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Get started NOW.

nymbus.com
Phone: +1 (855) 210-7874
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